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(restoration for all), or reintegrationx, which is a
higher evolutionary form of that world-wide version of the
hero-myth in which the hero, on his exit from the belly of
the whale, brings with him not only his parents but the
whole company of those previously swallowed by the
monster—what Frobenius calls the "universal hatching
out"2. This association with the hero-myth is also con-
firmed by Isaiah in the two verses :
" In that day the Lord
With His sore and great and strong sword
Shall punish leviathan the piercing serpent,
Even leviathan that crooked serpent ;
And He shall slay the dragon that is in the sea"—Isaiah, 27, r.
With the birth of the symbol, the regression of the libido
into the unconscious ceases. Regression is converted into
progression, damming-up gives place to flowing; where-
upon the absorbing power of the primeval is broken. Thus
Kule says in Barlach's drama Der tote Tag :
" And there about my bed stand the lovely forms of a better
future.    Stiff are they yet, but of radiant beauty, still sleeping	
but he who shall awaken them would make for the world a fairer-
face. A hero would he be who could do it.
Mother : An heroic life in misery and dire need 1
" Kule : But perchance there might be one !
Mother : He first must bury his mother."
I have abundantly illustrated the motif of the " mother-
dragon" in an earlier work8, so I may spare myself a
repetition of it here. The dawn of new life and fruitful-
ness in the direction where nothing could be expected is
also sung by Isaiah:
" Then the eyes of the blind shall be opened,
tAnd the ears of the deaf shall be unstopped,
Then shall the lame man leap as an hart,
And "the tongue of the dumb sing:
i Epistle to the Romans, 8, 19.
* Frobenius, Das Zeitalter des Sonnengottes.
8 Psychology of the  Unconscious.   We find in Spitteler a parallel
with the slaughter of Leviathan in the overpowering of Behemoth.

